Transit Strategies

SERVICE TO SMALLER MARKETS
Fixed‐route transit services work best in high density areas where many people can walk to and from
a nearby bus stop. However, many people live, work and travel in areas where there isn’t enough
population or employment density to fill standard transit buses. Serving those markets requires a
different set of strategies than meeting transit needs in high density areas.

Challenges in Serving Smaller Markets
There are a number of challenges in serving smaller markets. A major issue is cost, which on a per
passenger basis is very high – often more than $25 per person compared to less than $5 in densely
developed areas. This is the case with both “new technology” options such as microtransit and
traditional “big bus” service. Also, because demand is low, lightly utilized vehicles can lead to
complaints that taxpayer dollars are being waster.
Low Density Development in North Smithfield

The cost per person of serving low‐density areas with fixed route transit is very high.
All transit systems must make trade‐offs between their use of resources, and probably the most
significant trade‐off is about how to divide resources between high demand areas and low demand
areas. Ridership in urban areas will be high, productivity will be high, and costs per passenger will be
low. Conversely, ridership in smaller areas will be low, productivity will be low and costs per
passenger will be high. Establishing the ideal balance in serving these differing markets is a values
exercise that communities and transit providers must make together.
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Types of Service
Over the past five years, a number of new technology‐focused transportation providers have
emerged. The two predominant forms of transportation that they provide are ridesharing (such as
Uber and Lyft) and app‐based shared‐ride shuttle services, which are often referred to as
Microtransit. These providers have brought changes in two areas:



App‐based booking that eliminates the need for advance reservations or searching for a
vehicle
More convenient fare payment.

This paper will explore both new and traditional approaches to serving smaller markets.
For many customers, these features are significant improvements over traditional services. For
example, many have welcomed Uber and Lyft as an improvement over traditional taxi service, while
Microtransit is an updated approach to reservation‐based point‐to‐point services such as RIPTA’s
Flex.
The new approaches that these technologies enable are:



Rideshare partnerships
Microtransit point‐to‐point and route‐deviation services

Traditional approaches include:





Local “lifeline” circulators
Specialized shuttles
Reservation‐based point‐to‐point services
Volunteer driver services

New Technology Approaches
Rideshare Partnerships
Rideshare partnerships are partnerships between transit systems and rideshare companies like Uber
and Lyft to provide subsidized trips, most frequently to provide first mile/last mile connections to
and from fixed‐route service, but sometimes to provide the entire trip within a defined zone.
One particular challenge to rideshare partnerships in smaller markets is that rideshare drivers are
contactors rather than employees, and as such, they decide where and when they want to work. Few
want to work where demand is low, and as a result, these areas often do not have enough available
service to make this approach work.

Microtransit
Microtransit is a new term that is being applied to services whose common denominators are that
they are app‐based and utilize smaller vehicles to transport lower volumes of people. There are
generally two types of Microtransit services:


On‐demand point‐to‐point: These are essentially the same as traditional on‐demand services
such as RIPTA’s Flex service, only with app‐based on‐demand reservations and fare payment
as opposed to Flex’s phone‐based advance reservations.
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Route deviation shuttles: these have a defined route but that will deviate from the route for
pick‐ups and drop‐offs. As with point‐to‐point services, the major difference between these
services and traditional route‐deviation services is an app‐based on‐demand reservation and
payment system.

A number of entities provide Microtransit services. These include transit agencies, local communities,
and private companies. There a two common approaches. The most common is to contract with a
microtransit provider that provides both the technology and the service. The second is to purchase
the technology incorporate it into directly provided services. Via is an example of a microtransit
company that offers both contracted service and technology for purchase by transit systems to
employ in their own provision of services.
Via Microtransit Service

Traditional Approaches
Local “Lifeline” Circulators
Lifeline fixed‐route services are essentially regular local bus routes that serve special “lifeline”
markets. The main differentiators are that they:




Operate relatively infrequently – every 60 minutes or less
Prioritize service coverage over speed
Are designed to serve special purpose trips such as for shopping

Local circulators are almost always run by transit systems.

Specialized Shuttles
There are a large number of different types of specialized shuttles, with the common denominator
being that they almost always provide limited service to specific markets. They are run by a number
of different types of entities, and the most common varieties include:


Part‐time/Limited Service Shuttles that operate for only limited hours or limited days and are
designed to provide a limited amount of service for non‐work trips. They are usually run by
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transit systems, but often have private sponsors such as supermarkets or hospitals. These
are either fixed‐route or provide reservation‐based pick‐ups and drop‐offs at the home end.
Worksite Shuttles that provide connections between transit stops and stations and
worksites. These are provided by transit agencies, Transportation Management Associations
(TMAs), or individual employers and are focused on getting people to and from work. These
are usually fixed‐route shuttles.
Transportation Management Associations
Transportation Management Associations (TMAs) are member‐controlled, member‐
funded organizations that provide transportation services for a particular area, such as
an industrial park, medical center, commercial district, or mall. Employment areas that
lack concentrated density but still form a congregation of employees are prime targets
for TMAs, which can partner with transit agencies to provide transportation services.
Many TMAs run shuttles to and from major activity centers and transit stops.



Social Service Shuttles that frequently operate to and from senior centers, hospitals, and
shopping centers. These are usually reservation‐based services that provide home‐based
pick‐ups and drop‐offs.

Reservation‐Based Point‐to‐Point Services
Reservation‐based point‐to‐point services operate within a defined area based on advance
reservations. The “points” can be any place within the service area or specific destinations such as
transit stops or major activity centers.
RIPTA’s Route 210 Kingston Flex Service

RIPTA’s Flex service is an example of this type of service, operating within defined zones in seven
lower‐demand Rhode Island communities. Passengers can catch the bus at a number of scheduled
time points within each zone or they can call RIPTA one day in advance to schedule pick‐ups at other
locations. Flex vehicles do not travel outside of their designated zones, but do connect with regular
fixed‐route services for travel outside of the zones.
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Volunteer Driver Service
Volunteer driver services use volunteer drivers who provide trips in return for mileage
reimbursement. Most volunteer drivers are retirees who provide the service as a way to contribute,
to keep busy, and to supplement their incomes. These services are most frequently coordinated by
social service agencies, but also by many transit systems. They are often restricted to seniors and for
special purposes such as medical trips, but are also sometimes open to the general public.

Examples of Services to Smaller Markets
Rideshare Partnership: RTC/Lyft/Fanatics, Las Vegas, NV
Fanatics is a sports merchandise retailer
Fanatics Distribution Center, Las Vegas, NV
that has a distribution center that is
located over a mile from the nearest bus
route. Through a partnership between the
Regional Transportation Commission of
Southern Nevada (RTC, which is the local
transit provider, and Fanatics, which is a
sports apparel company with a distribution
center in Las Vegas, employees can use
Lyft to connect with six transit routes.
During the pilot project, Lyft is charging a
discounted rate and RTC contributes $1 to
the fare and Fanatics the remainder. It is
anticipated that after the end of the pilot,
Lyft would charge a rate similar to its Lyft‐
Line rates. The pilot will soon be expanded
to include a nearby Amazon Fulfillment
Center.
This partnership is very similar to others
throughout the U.S. However, one major
difference is its very low cost to RTC, at only $1 per passenger trip. With most other ongoing pilots,
transit systems are paying a much higher share of the rideshare fare.

Rideshare and Taxi Partnerships: Pinellas County, FL
The Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA) has entered into several rideshare partnerships to
provide service for areas with no fixed‐route access and for people who travel at times after fixed‐
route service has ended:


Direct Connect: PSTA has a partnership with Uber and a local taxi company that provides
service to and from PTSA bus stops. PTSA pays the first $5 of the fare and users the rest.
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TD (Transportation Disadvantaged) Late Shift: Low‐
income residents are eligible for one free Uber or local
taxi ride per day up to 23 trips per month to travel to
and from work between 10 PM and 6 AM when PTSA’s
fixed‐route services are not operating.
P4‐MOD (Public‐Private‐Partnership for Paratransit
Mobility on Demand): Funded by FTA’s Mobility on
Demand grant program, paratransit riders can request
on‐demand, same‐day rides, versus the previous
demand‐response system that required 24‐hour
advanced notice.

PSTA Rideshare Partnership

PSTA uses TNC partnerships to provide service that is more
convenient to riders and at a lower cost than running fixed‐
route services with few passengers.

Microtransit/On‐Demand Point‐to‐Point Service:
Via Rideshare, West Sacramento, CA
The City of West Sacramento, CA has partnered with Via for on‐
demand transit service within its city limits. Riders can request
rides through the Via app or by phone. They then are matched
with other riders and a van, and receive an estimated time of
arrival and the nearby pickup location to walk to.
Fares are $3.50 one‐way and $1.75 for seniors and people with
disabilities. There is a group pricing option as well, in which
others can be added to a Via trip for $1 each. Riders can also
purchase a $15 weekly ViaPass, which allows for up to four rides
per day.
Via Rideshare in West Sacramento, CA

This service is very similar to RIPTA’s Flex services, but with two major differences: (1) it is an app‐
based on‐demand service, and (2) it serves the entire municipality of West Sacramento.
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Reservation‐Based Point‐to‐Point Service: RIPTA Flex Services
RIPTA currently operates reservation‐based point‐to‐point service, which it calls Flex and provides in
seven smaller markets:








Narragansett
Westerly
Kingston/URI
South Aquidneck Island
West Warwick/Coventry
Woonsocket
Pascoag/Slatersville

RIPTA West Warwick/Coventry Flex Service

Each zone has a number of scheduled time points, where passengers can catch the Flex bus in the
same manner as a regular bus. For pick‐ups at other locations, riders must call one day in advance.
Flex vehicles do not travel outside of their designated zone, but do connect with regular fixed‐route
services for travel outside of zones.
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Reservation‐Based Route‐Deviation Service: The Flex, Cape Cod, MA
On Cape Cod in Massachusetts, the Cape
Cod Regional Transit Authority (CCRTA)
operates “The Flex” along the spine of
Cape Cod between Harwich and
Provincetown. The Flex has a designated
route and designated stops, but will also
flex off of the route up to ¾ of a mile to
serve people who have difficulty getting
to a regular bus stop. Reservations are
required for the off‐route stops.

The Flex, Cape Cod, MA

Advantages of this service include: the off‐
route deviations provide customized
service; with the off‐route deviations,
complementary paratransit is not required
as the route effectively provides its own
paratransit. A major disadvantage is that,
due to the off‐route deviations, schedules
are necessarily very loose. For example, a
trip that makes few off‐route deviations
will run much faster than one that makes
many deviations. For this reason, CCRTA
advises passengers to arrive at designated
stops earlier than indicated on schedules
but that buses may come later.

Employer Shuttles: Stamford, CT
In Stamford, CT, privately‐funded shuttles
provide connections between rail services
at the Stamford Transportation Center
(STC) and employment sites. Shuttles
serve approximately 60 locations.
Shuttle service schedules are tailored to
the specific needs of the businesses that
provide them. However, most serve the
STC in the morning and evening rush
hours, and include trips timed to meet Metro‐North Railroad train arrival and departure times. Some
destinations run shuttles continuously, focusing less on meeting specific trains and more on
providing continuous, regular service. Midday shuttle service is limited, and businesses are
increasingly using rideshare services to meet midday needs
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Private Shuttles at Stamford Station

TMA Services: Delaware County Transportation Management Association,
Western Suburbs of Philadelphia, PA
The Delaware County Transportation Management Association (DCTMA) is a private, non‐profit
organization designed to provide a forum where employers, local, county, state agencies, and transit
authorities can cooperatively address transportation issues and coordinate a cost‐effective and
efficient transportation management strategy for the county.
In addition to other services, DCTA provides two commuting‐related programs:




Corporate Shuttle Program that provides shuttle services between employment sites and
commuter rail stations and bus stops on behalf of employers. The shuttles are designed to
meet the specific needs of individual employers and are
funded by the employers.
RideECO Fare Subsidy Program that allows commuters to use
pre‐tax dollars to buy subsidized transit rides, with the
subsidies provided by employers.

Volunteer Driver Program: Addison County Transit
Resources (ACTR), Middlebury, VT
ACTR, which is the transit provider for Middlebury, VT, provides volunteer driver service that it bills
as “Dial‐A‐Ride” service. There are four types of service:



Elders and Disabled, which is free for Addison County residents aged 60 or older and/or who
have a disability as defined by the American with Disabilities Act. Services can include rides to
meal‐sites, medical appointments, and social or employment‐related appointments.
Medicaid, which is free Medicaid‐eligible residents who do not have access to a vehicle and
need a medical transport. To be eligible, a person must be enrolled in the traditional
Medicaid program or in the Primary Care Plus managed care program. Rides are typically
provided by ACTR volunteer drivers or family members who qualify. ACTR can also provide
transportation in an ACTR bus, such as for wheelchair users, when necessary.
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Reach‐Up, which is free for eligible residents in partnership with the Vermont Department of
Families And Children. Services include transportation for employment‐related activities,
child care and other self‐improvement activities. Rides are provided either on ACTR buses or
by volunteer drivers to qualifying individuals.
Green Mountain Transit
RideMatch, which is a fee‐based service for
Barre
Shopping
Special Special
Hannaford
Shopping
people not eligible for any other ride. Rides
85
are often paid for by a third party, such as an
FREE!
insurance company, school or employer. ACTR
will assist passengers in finding a third party to
7
help pay for the ride.
3
Jefferson
Apartments

N. Barre Manor

Volunteer Driver Program: Volunteer
Transportation Center,
Northern New York
The Volunteer Transportation Center (VTC) in
Watertown, NY is a non‐profit organization that
provides rides for residents in three rural counties in
rural upstate New York. VTC provides service to health
care, social appointments, and work related
destinations. In 2017, 250 volunteer drivers served
138,086 trips that totaled 5.1 million miles and 217,148
hours of driving. VTC provides free rides to those who
are unable to pay.

Part‐Time Service: Green Mountain Transit
Shopping Shuttles, Vermont
Green Mountain Transit, which is based in Burlington,
VT, operates a number of shopping shuttles that
provide one‐day a week service to supermarkets. They
typically serve apartment complexes with high
populations of seniors, but service is open to all. Some
supermarkets and local communities contribute to the
cost of the service.

4

5

Nelson’s
Hardware

Tilden
House

(South on
Route 14)

Washington
Apartments

6

H 1 2

TUESDAYS* ONLY
* Bus will be rescheduled if a holiday falls on a Tuesday
Pick- up

Location

Drop- off

9:45 AM

1

Williamstown Square

9:50 AM

2

Garden Apartments

–

–

H

Drop off at Hannaford

10:30 AM

3

N. Barre Manor

10:40 AM

4

Nelson’s Hardware

11:10 AM

H

Pick-up / Drop-off at Hannaford

11:10 AM

–
10:15 AM
–
–

–

1

Williamstown Square

11:30 AM

–

2

Garden Apartments

11:40 AM

11:50 AM

6

Tilden House

–

AM

11:55 AM

5

Washington Apartments

–

PM

12:00 PM

7

Jefferson Apartments

12:05 PM

H

Pickup / Drop off at Hannaford

12:05 PM

–

–

3

N. Barre Manor

12:20 PM

–

4

Nelson’s Hardware

12:30 PM

12:45 PM

H

Pickup / Drop off at Hannaford

12:45 PM

–

6

Tilden House

1:00 PM

–

5

Washington Apartments

1:10 PM

–

7

Jefferson Apartments

1:15 PM

Thank you Hannaford Supermarket for your continued support!

Service to Smaller Markets in Rhode Island
As described above, there are a very large number of ways to provide service to smaller markets.
However, with the exception of Volunteer Driver programs, the major challenge is that all are very
expensive on a cost per passenger basis. This is because while vehicle‐related costs are fixed, low
demand means that only a few individuals will be transported at any given time.
As described in detail in the State of the System report, demand for traditional fixed‐route transit is
concentrated in the Providence Metro area Woonsocket, Newport and a few other areas. In the rest
of the state, the demand for transit is very low. (As depicted on the following map, this refers to all
unshaded areas or areas noted as “Very Low”.)
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2040 Underlying Transit Demand
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In these areas, determinations must be made with respect to:
1.

Which smaller markets are large enough to warrant a particular type of service (such as Flex
or microtransit)?
2. Which types of services would be most appropriate?
3. As Rhode Island’s designated statewide mobility manager, what policies and programs
should RIPTA employ with regard to serving low‐demand areas, including areas unsuited to
Flex, rideshare, microtransit service?

Service Types and Typical Providers

Transit
Agency

Community

TMA/
Employers

Social Service
Agencies

Typical Providers

Part‐Time/Limited Fixed‐Route Services







Local “Lifeline” Circulators





Specialized Shuttles









Reservation‐Based Point‐to‐Point Service









Reservation‐Based Route‐Deviation Service







Volunteer Driver Service





Rideshare Partnerships







Microtransit/ Point‐to‐Point Services







Microtransit/Route‐Deviation Service







Type of Service
Traditional Approaches



New Technology‐Based Approaches

Regarding RIPTA’s existing Flex service, employing new technology would make the service much
more convenient. RIPTA should investigate opportunities to upgrade its scheduling software, either
with its current provider or a new provider such as Via, which provides app‐based booking and
payment technology that transit systems can use for their own services. This technology could be
used to eliminate the advance reservation requirement that makes existing Flex service too
inconvenient for many potential customers.
Beyond Flex, partnerships will be the key to meeting Rhode Island’s statewide mobility needs. As
described in the preceding pages, often the most effective services to smaller markets are provided
by entities other than transit agencies. They are also frequently funded or partially funded by other
entities – by employers, individual communities, social service agencies, and other parties such as
supermarkets and hospitals. Additional questions that should be considered include:
4. Who would be the best provider?
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5. To what extent should other entities fund service to smaller markets?
RIPTA currently manages two programs ideally suited for helping to build and manage such
partnerships: Commuter Resource RI and the RI Statewide Human Services Transportation Coordinating
Council. Through these entities RIPTA could reach out to businesses and municipalities to jointly
identify and address mobility needs – for instance, by partnering with municipalities to reduce
vehicle costs associated with senior van programs or facilitate service across municipal boundaries.
It should be noted that many of the strategies used to serve smaller markets parallel strategies for
paratransit services. Because of this, many of the services designed to serve smaller areas can also
serve paratransit riders. As a result, they do not require supplemental service to meet ADA
paratransit requirements.
To date, Rhode Island’s services to smaller and more specialized markets have been developed on an
ad‐hoc basis. Many organizations including social service agencies and universities have taken it
upon themselves to develop or fund services to meet their own specific needs. In other cases,
employers have argued that since RIPTA is the state’s transit provider, it is RIPTA’s responsibility to
serve all needs. Going forward, a better and more consistent approach would be for RIPTA to
develop formal policies and programs for building funding and service partnerships aimed at
increasing mobility in lower demand communities.
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